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$100,000,000.00 Dollar Research Project Accidentally Reveals  

Healthiest Green Tea On The Planet… In Our Coffee?

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com


Shhhhh! 

What Tea Drinkers Don’t Tell Coffee Drinkers That Makes 
Coffee Healthier Than Even The Mighty Green Tea…



Do You Too Want to Know How a $100,000,000.00 Accidental 
Discovery Can Make Your Cup Of Coffee, King?!  

If Our Coffee Habits Contributes to Healthy Long Life, Age 
Reversal, Daily Health, Healing Support & More… 

Coffee Break Anyone?



Hi, I’m Don Winfield and Welcome to Green Tea Coffee 
Club.com…

Ready to Know About a $100,000,000.00 Accident for Our 
Health… And…

 “How to add the Health Benefits of 16 cups of High Quality 
Green Tea without Having to Give Up Your Daily Cups of 
Coffee?”



Each of us loves our habits. No one is eager to 
change habits… 
Who else wants easier, quicker, & more effective 
without changing habits? 
I know I do! You?



Join Us for the Best Tea Times & Coffee Breaks in the 
World as We Grow Healthier, Younger, & Informed…



We give you facts and figures in the page below that 
support this quick summary… 



The longest lived and healthiest people on the planet drink - 
on average - over 10 Cups of Green Tea Per Day… 

As a country Japan normally ranks at or near the top for 
Healthy Longevity…



 But there are other areas of the world - and homes like ours 
- where people live long, healthy, robust lives… And - 
“Surprise!” - average drinking over 10 cups of green tea per 
day…  



 We don’t have to move to some other spot to live a long, 
healthy, energetic, and clear minded life… 

 We don’t have to change every habit to change our 
worlds…

 We just add itsy-bitsy, teeny-tiny, small things to our 
favorite habits… As you’ll learn, it’s EZ! 



 Long life and health go together… You generally don’t get 
one without the other…  

Today, once you reach 60 years of age, you have 50/50% 
chance of living to 100 years and beyond… 

What kind of health, mobility, energy, joy, inner peace, and 
mental clarity do you want to walk this path with you?



If we want to be healthy in this day and age, we can choose to be 
Mavericks or Highly Profitable Pharmaceutical Addicts…  

Mainstream medical monopolies are stuck on ways to suck our money till 
we die broke in a wheel chair. They don’t want to replace their profit picture 
of Big Dollar $$$$$$$ Chronic Diseases with Health for Pennies ¢…  

Historically drug companies make more money than any other industry. 
Why would mainstream want any changes? Why allow anything else or 
anyone else to be free to choose or share better, cheaper, faster solutions 
with few to no side effects?



If we want to be healthy in this day and age, we can choose 
to be Mavericks or Highly Profitable Pharmaceutical 
Addicts…  

Mainstream medical monopolies are stuck on ways to suck 
our money till we die broke in a wheel chair. They don’t want 
to replace their profit picture of Big Dollar $$$$$$$ 
Chronic Diseases with Health for Pennies ¢…  



 Historically drug companies make more money than any 
other industry. 

Why would mainstream want any changes? 

Why allow anything else or anyone else to be free to choose 
or share better, cheaper, faster solutions with few to no side 
effects?



“Poisoning from prescription drugs has risen and become 
the 2nd leading cause of unintentional deaths in the US, 
according to the CDC themselves.” 
http://www.truthwiki.org/allopathic-medicine/

Nutrition is NOT approved. Be a good citizen. Take Drugs! 

Or Join Some Maverick Group like: 
GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com


What does this have to do with our morning coffee or tea 
times?

There are historic benefits for health, mental clarity, & longevity 
to those who drink over 10 Cups of Green Tea Per Day…

Ten cups of Great Tea is a lot of tea, time, and cash… 

And that’s where our $100,000,000.00 Accident comes in…



The late Dr. James Morré, PhD, professor emeritus in the 
Department of Chemistry at Purdue University, worked as a 
boy on a farm spraying weeds with a chemical that made 
them grow so fast, they died…

And that started his personal quest to discover early cancer 
detection for smokers; because early detection allows early 
treatment… And this applied to more than smokers…



You’ve probably heard that the earlier cancer is detected 
and treated, the more likely a healthy outcome is…

Better still? Never let cancer grow in the first place… 

Our bodies routinely spot and vanquish cancer. Let’s help…

We don’t know all the answers, but we can look at long lived 
healthy populations for guidance… 



If you don’t know, most cancer is detected after it has been 
developing for years. Cancer is usually detected late in its 
growth by testing methods that are not very dependable… 

Dr. Morré & his team developed the OncoBlot® test which has 
published test results. They developed early detection tests 
for types of cancer and where they are located in the body… 

OncoBlot® tests for 26 cancers. No one knows the limits…



In his research, he wanted to know what healthy cells 
looked like and how to support them…

They examined the Historical Health Benefits of Simply 
Drinking Green Tea…

They discovered Green Tea is good for us!
 



But, you probably already know that… 

That’s not exactly a hot, new discovery… 



And… New research has reversed opinions about coffee 
and discovered that coffee has a lot of health benefits…

Doctors and mainstream media were wrong when they 
warned us coffee drinkers of the dangers of coffee…

They misinterpreted some short term data about our cups of 
coffee…



1. Coffee Raises Blood Pressure in Some People…

Doctors assumed coffee should be avoided because it 
initially raises blood pressure in some people right after 
they drink it… 

So the false - but correct - belief “Coffee Raises Blood 
Pressure” spread… 



But, exercise raises blood pressure and exercise is good!

Exercise and coffee both have cardiovascular benefits… 
Long Term… Just like exercise…  

I’ve listed a couple of Pub-Med links. You can read the 
studies or summaries. Visit our page and just click a link…  

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/CoffeeHealthBenefits/



2. Coffee Tastes Great… 

Some people think we must suffer or what we’re doing can’t 
be any good… 

And these skeptics of all things wonderful are wrong… 



What that means is; those of us who love our coffee can…

Savor our - already clarity creating, wake me upping, antioxidant 
rich, delightfully aromatic, and wonderful tasting - coffee… 
 
We add the anti-aging & health supporting benefits with the 
Power of 16 Cups of Green Tea Per Day in our Coffee!

Why settle when we can have it all?



 And that means coffee drinkers can be healthier than those 
tea totally tea drinkers because we can get the benefits of 
both Coffee and Green Tea…

Zap!  Take that purists… We can get the benefits of adding 
16 cups of Green Tea Daily to our Coffee!

What’s Not To Love? 



 We coffee drinkers can save time and money by opening 1 
capsule of our $100 Million Dollar Green Tea and Adding it 
to our coffee pot…

Each capsule has the equivalent of 16 cups of Research 
Created & Verified Healthy Green Tea…

We can drink it with coffee, tea, or just swallow one 
capsule… It’s Easy Peasy… Dimple Simple… So Do It!



 You and I are drinking a selection of tea that came as an 
accidental byproduct of 50 Years Plus of Research Studies 
costing over $100,000,000.00…

They studied cellular health and discovered Green Tea is 
good for us!

Did anyone really Not know that?



 What they found - in addition to ways to monitor cellular 
health and cellular aging - was what makes a really Healthy 
Cup of Green Tea…

We now know what parts of the tea plant should be 
harvested and when… Where the best teas for health are 
grown in the world… What healthy tea plants require… And 
our tea is tested to make certain that no pollutants have 
snuck in… 



So You & I end up with a researched $100 Million Green Tea 
design that produces a concentrated and - more likely than 
not -

The Healthiest Green Tea on the Planet!



And Now We Can Get 16 cups of this Wonderfully Healthy 
Green Tea in one convenient capsule… 

We can swallow it… Add it to our coffee… We can even add 
it to our tea…

(And it’s decaffeinated - We’ll explore the benefits of taking 
Green Tea at bedtime on other pages…)



 I add one capsule to my coffee pot each morning… I drink 
16 cups of The Healthiest Green Tea on the Planet in My 
Morning Coffee!

When I drink tea, I add it to my tea before adding the hot 
water for brewing… 



 When I’m in a hurry, I swallow a capsule… 

What could be easier?



 How much do 16 cups of $100,000,000.00 Green Tea Health 
Benefits cost me?

There has to be a catch right?



 Our offer has a great discount; but, it’s like buying at 
Costco price savings club. We offer 1 large bottle only… 

Later we’ll offer smaller quantities and you’ll lose today’s 
large bottle savings… 

Small bottles mean you lose more money because you pay 
delivery cost 6 times for small bottles instead of paying only 
once to deliver a Large Bottle…



 Today you can get a 6 month Supply with 1 Capsule per 
day which holds 16 cups of our $100,000,000.00 
Accidental Discovery for only $1.11 per capsule per 
day…… 

You get 1 Bottle of 180 capsules which contains the Health 
& Anti-Aging Benefits of 2,880 cups of the Healthiest Green 
Tea on the Planet that was given birth by a $100,000,000.00 
Research Project…



Just drink or swallow 1 capsule per day:  
GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/…

Our supplier is Dr. Ben Johnson, MD, NMD, DO, DSc. You 
may remember Dr. Ben as the only Medical Doctor featured 
in the Best Selling Book & Video titled… “The Secret” 

At last count, over 30 Million Books & DVD’s have been 
sold…

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/


Attention Tea Lovers!  
Who Else Wants to Add the 
Health Benefits of 16 Cups of 
Our Planet’s Healthiest Green 
Teas to Your Daily Tea 
Ritual?

Works for Coffee Lovers Too!



GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/
ILoveCoffee/

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/
http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/


The Healthiest Tea on the Planet

This Green Tea is the Only Tea Created with Specifications 
from a $100,000,000.00+ Research Project… 

Just drink or swallow 1 capsule daily… 
Order Yours Today: 
GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/…

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee/


PS: What Is “GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com"?

Today mainstream medical monopolies, cartels, and their 
political partners don’t want mavericks to challenge their 
cash cows by exploring & sharing suppressed information… 

Watch for Your Invite to Help wash away monopoly power by 
Releasing Our Planet’s Innovators, Entrepreneurs, and 
Information… Coming Soon…

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com


https://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee
$100 Million Dollar Research Project Accidentally Reveals  

Healthiest Green Tea On The Planet… Order Now

https://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/ILoveCoffee
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Photo Here
Green Tea Coffee Club - Tell your story. Writing a sentence is no more than an 
edit along the way. 
https://www.shutterstock.com/search/similar/439455589

https://www.shutterstock.com/search/similar/439455589


–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” Dimple  

Simple - Any good thing that makes you 
smile… 
Easy Peasy comes from a 1970's british TV commercial for Lemon Squeezy detergent. They were with a little girl 
who points out dirty greasy dishes to an adult (mom or relative) and then this adult produces Lemon Squeezy and 
they clean the dishes quickly. At the end of the commercial the girl says "Easy Peasy Lemon Squeezy".

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=mom


 Dr. James Morré’s quest started when he was a very young man. 

He died at the age of 81 and left our world with better tests for 
cancers and what is probably the healthiest Green Tea on the 
Planet… We call the Tea that came from his research our Legacy 
Tea… It is the Healthiest $100,000,000.00+ Researched Tea on the 
planet…

Order Yours Today: GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/LegacyTea/

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/LegacyTea/


Order Today From: GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/LegacyTea/

Don’t Wait… Small easy changes create the most impact on 
our health… Because they’re small & easy… 

Small easy changes can outlast & outperform backbreaking, 
hard, time consuming, and expensive changes… 

Join our GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com to Have a Future!

http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com/LegacyTea/
http://GreenTeaCoffeeClub.com


Dr. James Morré got his degree with the idea in mind of 
applying a weed killing concept to cancer…

Early detection was a first step… Dr. Morré spent over 50 
years investigating early detection testing & treatment. He 
raised over $100,000,000.00 for his team of researchers at 
Perdue University…



 Today you can get a 6 month Supply with 1 Capsule per day 
which holds 16 cups of our $100,000,000.00 Accidental 
Discovery for only $1.11 per capsule per day or 7¢ each cup… 

Receive 1 Bottle of 180 capsules which contains the Health & 
Anti-Aging Benefits of 2,880 cups of the Healthiest Green Tea 
on the planet that was given birth by a $100,000,000.00 
Research Project…

Take Home Message - Order Today…



Attention Tea Lovers!  
Who Else Wants to Multiply 
the Health Benefits of Every 
Cup of Green Tea You Drink 
by 17 Times?

Works for Coffee Lovers Too!


